Time-invariant biological networks with feedback loops: structural equation models and structural identifiability.
Quantitative analyses of biological networks such as key biological parameter estimation necessarily call for the use of graphical models. While biological networks with feedback loops are common in reality, the development of graphical model methods and tools that are capable of dealing with feedback loops is still in its infancy. Particularly, inadequate attention has been paid to the parameter identifiability problem for biological networks with feedback loops such that unreliable or even misleading parameter estimates may be obtained. In this study, the structural identifiability analysis problem of time-invariant linear structural equation models (SEMs) with feedback loops is addressed, resulting in a general and efficient solution. The key idea is to combine Mason's gain with Wright's path coefficient method to generate identifiability equations, from which identifiability matrices are then derived to examine the structural identifiability of every single unknown parameter. The proposed method does not involve symbolic or expensive numerical computations, and is applicable to a broad range of time-invariant linear SEMs with or without explicit latent variables, presenting a remarkable breakthrough in terms of generality. Finally, a subnetwork structure of the C. elegans neural network is used to illustrate the application of the authors' method in practice.